Abstract-We introduce join scheduling algorithms that employ a balanced network utilization metric to optimize the use of all network paths in a global-scale database federation. This metric allows algorithms to exploit excess capacity in the network, while avoiding narrow, long-haul paths. We give a twoapproximate, polynomial-time algorithm for serial (left-deep) join schedules. We also present extensions to this algorithm that explore parallel schedules, reduce resource usage, and define tradeoffs between computation and network utilization. We evaluate these techniques within the SkyQuery federation of Astronomy databases using spatial-join queries submitted by SkyQuery's users. Experiments show that our algorithms realize near-optimal network utilization with minor computational overhead.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of database federations renders many of the goals of distributed query processing obsolete. Many previous distributed query processing works focus on minimizing query completion time. This includes parallel computation at multiple sites and reducing the volume of network traffic. Algorithms that focus on reducing the volume of traffic underutilize the network because paths with excess capacity may be overlooked. Algorithms that minimize completion time over-utilize the network by consuming all available resources to achieve a locally optimal plan [1] . The goals of query scheduling should include minimizing computation at the member sites and, most importantly, the efficient use of network resources.
Federations are being built at a global scale and increasingly run data intensive applications, which examine tremendous amounts of data for each query. Data size and geography dictate that transmitting data takes large amounts of time and has a profound impact on system performance. The SkyQuery federation of Astronomy databases [2] typifies a data intensive, global-scale federation. It is not uncommon for join queries to yield intermediate results that are hundreds of megabytes in size [3] . Also, the physical distribution and connectivity of sites in SkyQuery vary tremendously with roughly thirty sites distributed across three continents. This federation will grow to over a hundred sites in the near future [4] .
Our join scheduling algorithms optimize for the balanced utilization of all network paths. The cost model we use rewards schedules that utilize paths with excess capacity and produce small intermediate results. Join scheduling exploits network locality and avoids narrow, long-haul paths by making these paths more costly during optimization. For example, transferring data between sites that cross continental boundaries is highly undesirable, because paths that cross long physical distances exhibit higher propagation delay and lower throughput.
Contributions: We present a systematic study of the network issues involved in join processing in database federations. This includes identifying network structure, such as the throughput of paths and clusters of sites, and using this structure in query optimization. We also provide distributed join scheduling algorithms that find near-optimal schedules in heterogeneous networks under the assumption of perfect join selectivity. When compared with previous approaches, we simplify one aspect of query optimization (dealing with selectivities), which allows us to consider non-uniform and non-metric network costs and balance network utilization over all paths. Our algorithms have low, polynomial-time complexity and, thus, they scale to large federations with hundreds of sites.
We perform query optimization based on local information and aggregate statistics collected about the system prior to optimization. This allows for decentralized optimization decisions, achieving scale and incurring no communication overhead during optimization. Providing more timely knowledge during optimization about concurrent queries initiated from all sites in the network and the state of every network path would incur significant overhead and is not desirable. Deshpande et al. argued that federated database optimization techniques should minimize communication overhead when gathering cost information from the underlying data sources [5] . Bertsekas and Gallager showed that, in the context of shortest path routing algorithms, adapting to traffic conditions leads to rapid oscillatory behavior, which can degrade performance in dynamic environments [6] . One solution is to average traffic conditions over longer periods of time for each network path. We follow this approach in using aggregate statistics.
We present a two-approximate algorithm for serial (leftdeep) join schedules that tracks closely with the network performance of an optimal algorithm. (A serial schedule is defined as a left-deep join order that visits each site serially). It increases computation minimally when compared with SkyQuery's current computation-optimizing scheduler. We also extend the two-approximate algorithm heuristically. Even though network throughput is non-metric, we improve network performance by exploiting paths in which the triangle inequality holds. We cluster sites into regions of high-throughput, intra-cluster paths connected by low-throughput, inter-cluster paths and employ computation-optimizing schedules within the cluster and network-optimizing schedules among clusters. We also use a combination of semi-joins and bushy plans to reduce the negative effects of attribute aggregation: each site contributes new attributes to the intermediate result so that the result size grows throughout the schedule.
We evaluate our algorithms by running distributed queries over thirty sites on three continents, using both PlanetLab [7] and the SkyQuery federation. The workload comprises spatial joins across two to twelve sites and is derived from user queries extracted from SkyQuery's Web logs. Experimental results show that for large joins our techniques reduce network utilization by an order of magnitude when compared with SkyQuery's scheduler.
Our join scheduling techniques have applicability beyond Astronomy to many other scientific database federations and potentially to OLAP and decision support systems (DSS) in the future. SkyQuery pioneered data exploration through database federation. Since then, many other disciplines have followed suit, including Biology [8] and Geology [9] . Federation allows for queries against vast amounts of data that are stored and managed independently data too large to be widely replicated or stored at a single site. As analysis and decision support move to larger data sets held across large geographies, we expect the same issues to emerge.
II. RELATED WORK Distributed query processing systems have changed significantly since early prototypes such as SDD-1 [10] and Distributed Ingres [11] . Kossmann [12] presents a detailed survey of both past and current query processing and optimization techniques that minimize computation and communication costs by exploiting, for instance, intra-query parallelism, caching, and data replication. Most commercial optimizers still rely on System R-style dynamic programming algorithms, which enumerate and then prune a set of query plans [13] . These algorithms guarantee optimal solutions, but have exponential-time complexity [5] [14] , which makes them unsuitable for query optimization in a large-scale database federation.
Distributed query optimization remains a hard problem [12] , but polynomial-time algorithms exist that provide good empirical results and scale to large joins. Iterative Dynamic Programming [13] divides complex queries into smaller subproblems so that applying dynamic programming is computationally tractable. However, adapting existing algorithms to account for network heterogeneity is a non-trivial problem that we plan to investigate in future work.
Many works that address the communication costs of distributed queries assume network uniformity [15] [16] . They minimize the size of intermediate results, which in turn reduces computation and network costs on uniform networks.
While suitable for local area networks, query optimization over wide-area networks invalidates the network uniformity assumption.
The joint optimization of computation and network costs can be used to minimize query response time. Mermaid [17] models both transmission cost and execution cost. Evrendilek et al. [18] study the problem in the presence of data replication and account for the execution time of queries at runtime. However, minimizing the response time of joins through parallel execution sacrifices job throughput and leads to unbalanced resource allocation [1] .
Evaluating distributed queries using semi-joins can provide substantial network savings [15] [19] [20] . Semi-joins ship only attributes that are necessary for evaluating a join to another site in order to eliminate tuples that fail to satisfy the join predicate. In many settings, semi-joins are not attractive because computational overhead outweighs network savings on local area networks [21] . For network-bound queries on wide-area networks, semi-joins become more attractive because communication costs dominate performance. Our application of semijoins differs in that we use them to limit attribute aggregation, rather than reducing the cardinality of intermediate results.
Data-centric routing in wireless sensor networks shares some techniques with our work. Several works perform innetwork aggregation of data from multiple sensors to a single base station [22] [23] [24] . They organize sensors into a spanning tree rooted at the base station and aggregate data along the tree in order to conserve power by minimizing network usage. We explore more complex network structure, variablesize intermediate results, and employ dynamic programming on top of spanning tree solutions.
Also related is the work of Meliou et al. [25] , which studies the NP-hard problem of finding an optimal tour for gathering data from a subset of sensors. They employ a similar metric to capture network utilization, but solve a different problem with different techniques: optimizing power consumption using dynamic programming alone.
III. QUERY SCHEDULING IN SKYQUERY
The SkyQuery [2] federation of Astronomy databases makes data available to the public through Web services and Web forms. Users submit read-only queries to a mediator, which communicates with member databases via a shared-wrapper interface. The federation exhibits a large amount of network heterogeneity; geographically collocated sites form highlyconnected clusters, whereas inter-cluster connectivity is weak.
Cross-match [2] , the principal query in SkyQuery, joins observations of the same astronomical object from several databases by correlating their location in space. The from clause includes an unordered list of databases to visit. Crossmatch also extends SQL by adding two clauses. The region clause specifies an area for conducting the search, and the xmatch clause defines an error bound, in standard deviations, for a probabilistic spatial join (Figure 1 By minimizing this metric, we minimize response time for serial schedules by exploiting network heterogeneity via the selection of high throughput paths. Moreover, for all schedules, minimizing this metric reduces the total time in which network's paths are used to carry data associated with join queries, thereby reducing contention with existing network traffic. Similar metrics were used by Chu et al. [28] for application-level multicast protocols and more recently by Pietzuch et al. [29] in the context of operator placement in distributed stream-processing. In both works, the cost of utilizing a network path is defined as the product of path latency and data size. Our metric replaces latency with inverse of TCP throughput for two reasons: throughput is inversely proportional to latency [30] and our workload performs bulk data transfer for which throughput is the natural measure. A similar formulation is used in the context of optimal routing for computer networks by Bertsekas and Gallager [6] .
To calculate the metric in Equation 1, we estimate the pair-wise throughput for all SkyQuery sites. We approximate throughput by measuring TCP throughput at PlanetLab [7] sites that are close (in the network) to the corresponding SkyQuery sites. PlanetLab proxies are used because we do not have access to all SkyQuery sites. Figure 2 plots geographical distance against TCP throughput for 400 node pairs. Measurements are obtained over a one-hour period using the netperf benchmark [31] in which we take the average of three measurements for each pair of nodes. The result shows a dominant trend in which TCP throughput is inversely proportional to distance. This is consistent with the model of Padhye et al. [30] for bulk transfer TCP fl that throughput is inversely proportional to t (RTT) of a given path.
Despite significant network heterogeneii collocated nodes often form clusters of we throughput sites. For instance, paths that achi put of 10 Mbps or higher are only found 600 miles apart. However, some physically low pair-wise throughput. The root cause c that RTT in the Internet is non-metric and correlate with physical distance [32] . This relying on the metric property for schedul do identify paths over which the triangle in( take advantage of metric optimizations whe To obtain available throughput between we measure average throughput for large cause measurements are intrusive due to th fic they generate, we sample paths infreq also be measured by taking frequent, shortHowever, the latter method exhibits high cross-traffic [27] PlanetLab measurements show that sites located in close geographic proximity form well-connected components. Thus, we can cluster sites based on TCP throughput so that intracluster paths have high, relatively uniform throughput when compared with inter-cluster paths.
We employ the bond energy algorithm (BEA) [34] for clustering SkyQuery sites. BEA operates on object-object data arrays and reorders the rows and columns in order to maximize the similarity between the values of neighboring entries. BEA runs in 0(n2) for n sites and uses 0(n2) space. We populate the data array with pairwise TCP throughput and then reorder the array using BEA to maximize the similarity among neighboring entries. Finally, we extract groups of related nodes from the array using a threshold. Table I illustrates the result of applying BEA on the TCP throughput data array for a subset of nodes: ten sites distributed across North America and Europe. This example forms three clusters in bold, using a threshold of 3.0 Mbps. The minimum value inside clusters exceeds the maximum value outside of clusters. Running BEA on all sites with a threshold of 3.0 Mbps results in six clusters for the thirty PlanetLab proxy nodes.
The clustered spanning tree approximation (C-STA) hierarchically combines count * with STA. First, the algorithm selects a join order within each cluster using count *. Then, it runs STA on the intermediate results output from each cluster.
C-STA inherits an important benefit of the count * approach. Inside each cluster, the join order minimizes the size of intermediate results, which lowers computation cost relative to STA. Among clusters, on the low-capacity paths, the algorithm minimizes balanced network utilization. The relative importance of computation and network utilization depends on the selection of the threshold parameter. For example, with an extremely low threshold, all sites are grouped into a single cluster and the algorithm devolves into count *. With a high threshold, each site forms its own cluster and the algorithm is equivalent to STA. Tuning the threshold offers a family of algorithms that explore trade-offs between computation and network utilization. Currently, we have no automated way to perform parameter selection. Selection requires a relative valuation of computation and I/O versus network utilization, which are not directly comparable. We revisit the issue of tuning this threshold in Section VII.
C. Semi-Join Extension (STA-SJ/C-STA-SJ)
Semi-joins can reduce the negative effects of attribute aggregation. By sending only join attributes down the tree, tuples that fail to satisfy the join predicate are eliminated without incurring the cost of sending a large number of nonjoin attributes away from the root. Semi-joins have been used in this fashion in other distributed query processing systems [15] [19] [20] .
Sending join attributes down the tree ensures that the number of tuples that traverse edges on the tree remains unchanged from STA, but the corresponding edge in STA may be more costly. On the path between sites S2 and S3 in Figure 4 , the amount of traffic sent down the tree and back are r5 (k+w2 +W5) and r5 (k+w2 +W3 +W5) respectively in STA. The corresponding traffic is reduced to r5k and r5 (k + W3) in STA-SJ, because non-join attributes from S2 and S5 do not traverse the path. In fact, the network cost on each path is no worse than that used in our analysis of STA. Thus, STA-SJ is also a two-approximate algorithm.
Unlike STA, STA-SJ cannot exploit metric regions with respect to TCP throughput in order to avoid backtracking on the MST. Thus, cost(STA-SJ) and cost(STA) are not directly comparable. Either may find the better solution.
Although the semi-join extension reduces the impact of attribute aggregation, it incurs processing overhead. In STA, a se lect -pro j ect query is first executed at the minimum cardinality site on the area specified by the region clause.
The result is then sent, via paths along the MST, to the next site, which executes a join on the indexed, spatial attributes [2] . This join is repeated at the remaining sites, which incurs n -1 join operations for n sites. However, in STA-SJ, each site employs semi-joins to collect join results from its children and then merge the intermediate results. Thus, a non-leaf site with c children incurs c -1 additional joins compared with STA. In order to join S2 with its children in Figure 4 , S2 first joins tuples from S5. S3 then performs a semi-join using join attributes from S5 before the two intermediate results merge at S2.
D. Bushy Plans (STA-BP/C-STA-BP)
We describe a polynomial-time algorithm that generates bushy plans, which further reduce network utilization. Bushy plans evaluate sub-trees of the MST in parallel without requiring inputs from the minimum cardinality site. We use dynamic programming to choose between parallel and semijoin evaluations at each level of the MST, which produces the minimum cost join schedule using only edges on the MST. Restricting the solution to the MST conforms to our goal of exploiting network paths with high TCP throughput, produces good solutions, and keeps the problem space manageable.
Compared to serial plans, bushy plans avoid backtracking on the MST. A bushy plan chooses the minimum cardinality site within the sub-tree and convolves that site around the subtree. The join result of that sub-tree are merged with results from outside the sub-tree at the sub-tree's parent in the same way that semi-join results are merged. While the minimum cardinality site in the sub-tree contains more rows than the global minimum, it may produce a lower cost schedule than a serial plan.
We use the following notation in our formulation. Let the spanning tree be rooted at Sl. parallel in which all sites in a sub-tree are joined independently using data local to the sub-tree. The root Slll of the sub-tree returns to Sll the join result, which is bounded in size by rlll rows times the byte-width of all attributes from the subtree or k + will. In strategies B and C, a semi-join is used to join the sub-tree rooted at Slll involving the minimum cardinality site from sub-trees Si, and Si respectively. The amount of data that traverse the path between Si, and Slll in B is rll(2k + will). (2k because join attributes traverse the edge twice). The dynamic program computes for each sub-tree (1) the cost of processing the sub-tree in parallel and (2) the cost of waiting for the parent to initiate a semi-join containing fewer rows than the local minimum cardinality site. Let c(Ii) denote the minimum cost schedule for joining a sub-tree rooted at Si in parallel, and c(Ei, X) denote the cost of joining the sub-tree provided that the parent of Si initiates a semi-join containing X rows. Multiple semi-join strategies are evaluated, because a semi-join may be initiated from different levels in the tree: the parent, grandparent, etc.
Our dynamic programming algorithm for balanced network utilization computes the minimum cost of joining each subtree for each join strategy. Let Si be a join site with c children Sil,... Sic and Pi be the set of sites on the path from Si to Si such that Sx is an ancestor of Si only if S, C Pi.
The following recurrence defines the cost of the semi-join and parallel join strategies for a sub-tree rooted at Si: This formulation has optimal substructure, namely, the minimum cost solution for a sub-tree rooted at Si always chooses the minimum cost join strategy for each of its children. We omit the proof due to space limitations.
The solution to c(Ii) gives the total cost of the optimal schedule over all join sites and can be computed in polynomial time. The perfect join selectivity assumption helps bound the number of subproblems, because only the number of rows from the minimum cardinality site of each sub-tree is used to compute the semi-join cost (in Figure 5 , only r1l is considered by strategy B). For a sub-tree rooted at Si, the algorithm must solve for c(Ii) and c(Ei, rx) VS,, C Pi, in which Pi is the set of sites on the path from Si to Sl. In joins involving n sites, the algorithm runs in 0(n2) time, because the size of Pi is bounded by Si's depth in the spanning tree. 0(n2) space is required to store the minimum cost solution for the various join strategies of each sub-tree.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
We implement all algorithms in the SkyQuery federation and instrument their performance using a workload of crossmatch (SkyQuery spatial join) queries derived from user queries submitted to the system. We also compare the balanced network utilization of our algorithm against the optimal serial schedule (SerOpt). We do not compare against the optimal bushy plan, because finding the plan is computationally infeasible for even a handful of sites [35] . In addition, we compare with SkyQuery's count *, which provides a lower bound on the computational performance of a schedule under our performance assumptions: perfect join selectivity and linear computation costs with the number of tuples to be joined.
Running experiments on SkyQuery itself adds some complexity. We do not have full access to all sites in the federation and cannot extract detailed performance information from all sites. Thus, we measure computation costs on replicas of the member databases stored in the computing cluster at the Sloan Digital Sky Survey [36] and network costs on the PlanetLab proxy sites. Member databases range from hundreds of gigabytes to several terabytes in size. Queries are executed on Windows Server 2003 workstations equipped with 2.5GB of memory.
A. Workload and Baseline Results Figure 6 shows the network utilization performance of all algorithms on a ten-thousand query trace from the SkyQuery Web logs. Our algorithms bests count * by up to 50%. While these gains are substantial, this workload does not exercise varied or large network topologies; 98% of queries join two or three sites, and a vast majority of queries join among the three largest sites in the federation: twomass, sdss, and sdssdr2. This workload exhibits homogeneous access patterns because of performance issues with the current query processing techniques and the recent growth of the federation, which have prevented users from joining more than five sites with any frequency. Thus, the ten thousand queries represent a much less diverse workload than we would like.
To explore network heterogeneity, we require a workload with queries that join a large number of geographically di- verse sites. We accomplish this by taking thirty representative queries from the trace and using these as templates to produce queries with varying join sizes and spanning tree topologies.
To introduce diverse network topologies, we substitute sites in the original query with randomly selected sites. We also increase the join size by adding randomly selected sites to the original queries, which allows us to compare performance in a larger federation by scaling to higher join sizes. Although augmenting the workload is less than ideal, our intent is to conduct a forward looking performance and scalability study that is faithful to the geography and science of SkyQuery. At present, a select group of sites dominate the SkyQuery federation. However, the utility of federated scientific databases lies in the exploration of many disparate data sources. In the context of SkyQuery, Jim Gray observed that the number of scientific discoveries increases polynomially in the number of different data sources [37] . New sites emerge every year and recent standards [38] should increase the federation's usability.
B. Results Figure 7 shows the network utilization for the STA family of algorithms in queries involving two to twelve sites. The results at each join size represent an average of 100 queries and are normalized to the performance of SerOpt. STA-SJ incurs higher computational overhead due to the additional joins described in Section V-C. Bushy plans incur even more computational overhead. Figure 9 Clustering algorithms exhibit even more sensitivity to attribute aggregation. Figure 10 (a) shows network utilization for C-STA and its variants normalized to SerOpt. We include the performance of STA for comparison. C-STA exhibits substantially worse network utilization than does STA. We note that C-STA does not attempt to optimize the intra-cluster paths, which accounts for some of the difference. Surprisingly, C-STA has similar overhead on the narrow paths (<3 Mbps), which it does attempt to optimize. Figure 10( lead to a continuous family of algorithms in practice. Clustering does reduce computational overhead, but the performance trade-offs are small. Sites close together have near-uniform throughput and tend to get visited together by all algorithms: explicitly by clustering algorithms and by virtue of the highthroughput paths for the other algorithms. We expect clustering to be of more import on larger federations with queries that join more sites.
Our treatment restricts join processing to edges on the MST. However, our techniques apply equally well to any spanning tree. We have not considered the implications of optimizing on arbitrary spanning trees or introducing edges outside of the MST. These are interesting areas that we plan to explore in the future. Specifically, shallow trees may offer better network performance at the expense of increased computation.
Bushy plans and semi-joins lead to an unfair distribution of computation costs. Strictly serial schedules assign computation to a site in proportion to the data it contributes. Depending on the topology of the federation, bushy plans and semijoins assign a disproportionate amount of work to sites with a large number of children. Network topology and an unequal distribution of incoming queries may lead to load skew in the federation.
Join scheduling based on balanced network utilization holds promise for applications outside of scientific databases. With an increasing need for real-time processing over data generated all over the globe, OLAP and DSS applications are starting to employ federations rather than summary databases and data warehouses [39] [40] . The challenges faced in such federations will be quite similar to SkyQuery with a need to balance the network utilization across heterogeneous paths. Furthermore, the perfect join selectivity assumption used in our join algorithms might either hold or be a reasonably good approximation on many OLAP and DSS queries, e.g. joins on foreign keys or attributes with uniqueness constraints. A core premise of this research is that capturing network heterogeneity is more important than the inaccuracies that arise from selectivity assumptions. Our experiments bear this out for SkyQuery.
The balanced network utilization metric captures path heterogeneity in large-scale federations and, thus, can be used for all widely-distributed, data intensive applications. At present, the quality of join schedules depends on the accuracy of selectivity estimates and join probabilities. Applications in different domains may require new algorithms that better capture their specific properties. However, scheduling based on balanced network utilization will ensure that optimization results in schedules that use network resources efficiently.
